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ABSTRACT

Hundreds of inter-jurisdictional water disputes are being litigated and negotiated around the world. The scale of transboundary conflicts ranges from disputes between neighboring cities, indigenous tribes and irrigation districts to disputes among multiple nations attempting to manage a common watershed. While some disputes are resolved expeditiously, many involve protracted, costly and bitter struggles.

Although resolution of water conflicts represents a substantial investment by the public and private sectors, there has been little systematic, substantive evaluation of the many agreements that have been negotiated as a part of conflict resolution efforts. Often intergovernmental water agreements are announced with great enthusiasm after years of complex negotiations, but then founder as the parties confront the details of implementing their agreement. This paper identifies criteria for evaluating inter-jurisdictional water management agreements and reports the findings of a study that applies these criteria to selected water conflict cases. The paper concludes with specific suggestions for crafting more enduring and implementable intergovernmental agreements, drawing on examples from around the world.
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